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The Carver county Child Protection case of Theresa Katka and her six children has taken quite a turn
in the past few months. In previous posts we explained a troubling case involving Judge Janet BarkeCain of Carver county removing six children from a mother who lives in Illinois. The children were
placed with a woman by the name of Krystle Chastek and her live in boyfriend, Melmar Lahr who
reside in Wright county, MN. Ms. Chastek and her boyfriend have been the caregiver for the Katka
children since August of 2012, four Katka children currently live in the Chastek home. Krystle
Chastek has twice applied for a foster care license by the state of MN, both times Krystle has been
denied due to her criminal record and various other concerns about her home and lifestyle. Wright
county was asked to do an investigation and assessment of Krystle Chastek by the Minnesota
Department of Human Services. Wright county sent a negative report to the Minnesota Department
of Human Services suggesting Krystle Chastek be refused a license. Wright county also suggested the
children be immediately removed from the care of Ms. Chastek and her live in boyfriend. Carver
county refuses to remove the children. During a hearing in Wright county a Carver County social
worker by the name of Kayla Schaap took the stand in Wright county in support of Ms. Chastek
stating, “Carver county has a different opinion than Wright county”… although she did not state
what that opinion was.
Krystle Chastek criminal complaint:

Domestic
Assault
report
on
Krystle
Chastek
from
McLeod
county,
MN:
200912criminalcomplaintkrystle
(http://carvercountycorruptiondotcom.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/200912criminalcomplaintkrystle.p

The Minnesota Department of Human Services denial of foster care license for Krystle Chastek.
MDHSKrystleMelmerOrderofDenial
(http://carvercountycorruptiondotcom.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/mdhskrystlemelmerorderofdenial
Carver county has trial scheduled at the end of April for Termination of Parental Rights (TPR) of
Theresa Katka. Reasons for the TPR or removal of her six children from her care are unknown. Carver
county continues to claim Theresa is a drug and alcohol addict, although Theresa has cooperated and
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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passed several drug tests ordered by Carver county since August 2012. UA testing along with
fingernail and hair testing.
Theresa Katka is a resident of Illinois, not Minnesota. Judge Janet Barke-Cain of Carver county
determined in a jurisdiction hearing that Carver county has jurisdiction of Theresa Katka and her six
children. How this is possible with Minnesota law on jurisdiction is unknown.
Carver county is making thousands in federal and state funding for the placement and control of
Theresa and her children.
Posted in: All CCC Posts (http://carvercountycorruption.com/category/all-ccc-posts/)

42 Responses “Carver County CPS Case/Theresa Katka” !
1.
Jen C
April 17, 2013
Seriously???? This is crazy that Carver would leave these kids here with this lady!!! What are you
thinking Carver County???? Someone needs to protect these children and where is Wright County
in this??? Can’t someone do something??? I know this Krystle chick and she has rotten teeth like a
meth user!!!
Reply
ncpp
April 17, 2013
Witnesses in the courtrooms reported both Krystle and her boyfriend have rotted teeth.
Indicative of long term meth use. There was a comment from someone on another post about
it. This couple needs help, not foster children.
Pictures of severe bruising on the children since August 2012 have been handed out as well.
Carver county admits they’ve had to talk to Krystle and her boyfriend about proper discipline
of the children, along with ways to properly channel their anger. This is unbelievable abuse of
power and children.
Reply
2.
Jen C
April 17, 2013
Wow, it amazes me that social workers who profess to love children can be this ignorant.
Apparently Carver County must be making some big bang bucks on these kids that they allow
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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these children to be abused, this is insanity!! How does this happen in our society?? All of these
cases? This is beyond comprehension!!! Why??????
Reply
3.
Kimberly
April 17, 2013
I read the link with the 2009 domestic assault. Is Theresa Katka formerly Theresa Morgenson? If
so, then Krystal gave Theresa a black eye by kneeing her in the eye and scratches in 2009 and went
to jail for it?! And, she has Theresa’s kids?!
Reply
ncpp
April 17, 2013
Yes, she is formerly Theresa Moganson.
Reply
Kimberly
April 17, 2013
That’s interesting. So, Krystle beat Theresa (while Theresa was holding her 8 month old),
gave her a black eye and scratches and went to jail for it, but has Theresa’s kids that were
STOLEN from her while she was visiting MN. Wow.
4.
Let's Get Honest
April 17, 2013
(one in moderation just disappeared; this is #2 and more generic after I looked up the first website
on this same case. I think because it had so many links, it probably went right to moderation,
DNK).
This same story also on a website from a nonprofit where Theresa’s story is also told (that site
links to a lot of carvercountycorruption exhibits.. and mention the letter from legislator Ornstein
http://stand4rights.com/theresa-katka.html
April 17, 2013 — it’s been almost exactly one year since a Senator (Ortman) wrote a letter to the
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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MN Supreme Court Justice (Gildea) and Administrator (Dosal) demanding an investigation of the
family court practices. (This letter would be more effective if the other signatures were in there;
any way to obtain one; did the other four actually sign it?)
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2012/04/17/letter-from-senator-ortman/
This got good coverage, what happened since?
http://www.chaskaherald.com/news/ortman-requests-review-of-county-s-family-courtcases/article_7593afbf-d917-59f1-9e9b-ef6560d01cbf.html
And the smartass report back by Dosal, “you can either appeal, or make a complaint to the
judicial board,” within one short month:
http://www.chanvillager.com/news/state-court-officials-don-t-plan-on-reviewing-familycourt/article_ff96c934-ae55-5427-9e4f-1f2b4b887b29.html?mode=jqm
A few months later, Dosal gets a professional recognition of excellence. Read the commentary to
see what they’re congratulating her for –helping unify and centralize court operations:
http://www.mncourts.gov/?page=NewsItemDisplay&item=55575
““Over three decades and seven chief justices, Sue Dosal has been a steady force in the formation
of the judicial system you see today,” said Minnesota Supreme Court Chief Justice Lorie S. Gildea.
“She guided the 15-year transition to ~ ~ ~full state funding for our courts, the transition to a
statewide and state-of-the-art case management system, the creation of the Court of Appeals, the
construction of the Minnesota Judicial Center, and *** the unification of the court system under
one central governing body, the Judicial Council ***~ ~ ~. Sue had a major role in all of these
important initiatives, and many more.”
~ ~ ~Unification under a Judicial Council — California already did this. It sucks…. It’s also
enabled the AFCC to continue expanding its influence. We still have, on the street level, “roadkill”
around custody matters, whether the family has wealth, or whether it’s low-income. We are
blogging the finances more than the roadkill.
Here’s another article stating what a wonder Ms Dosal has been. Looking at the timeline and her
previous association with the NCSC (National Conference on State Courts) — who also worked
for AFCC early one), her role is very understandable. There is a blueprint — and that blueprint is
expansion of courts and more centralized control of them, while then complaining about
underfunding. She was on task 1982forward, and comes from Wm. Mitchell College of Law (DNK
about then, but has major AFCC presence in at least one of their professors, Nancy ver Steegh,
etc.).
http://www.startribune.com/local/stpaul/37067324.html?page=2&c=y
Here’s an October 2011 Judicial newsletter telling anyone in the state what’s up next (for 20122013, it’s saying). Watch out especially for expanding use of “Pro Bono Attorney Conciliation
Court Referees” in Dakota County (Conciliation court — cf. AFCC, get it? Ordering more
evaluations….), and Early Case Management/Early Neutral Evaluation (“ECM/ENE”) expansion.
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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Notice, not much detail given (see p. 6). This could become like Connecticut (or other states’) casesteering “high-conflict” docket. Newsletter “The First Edition” is only Vol. 2 #4 here, so it’s
probably new. They’re also talking about electronic filing, which raises issues about legitimacy of
the resulting orders; there are many issues:
http://www.mncourts.gov/Documents/1/Public/administration/The%20First%20Edition/Fall_Oct
It’s important to know what language the courts use in describing their own issues. Reading
newsletters is one source of that.
Here’s a 2011 FINANCIAL AUDIT (showing Gildea as Chair of the Judicial Council) indicating
that the SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT doesn’t have adequate financial controls.
http://www.auditor.leg.state.mn.us/fad/pdf/fad1123.pdf
_____________________
Here’s an unsigned (but you can see who was thinking about this) Petition, supported by Sue
Dosal, for the Attorney General to ORDER emergency temporary funding of the judicial branch
even though Legislature had not appropriated. Court Administrators (she’s one) are very
powerful — and I can see they’re also mentioning, “by the way, as judges, we have power to force
the legislature to pay us anyhow,” even though by law, it can’t be funded without appropriation
BY the legislature. They were going for the Attorney General to make it happen.
It’s FILE# 62CV-11-5361 in the Second District (Ramsey County).
http://www.mncourts.gov/Documents/2/Public/News/ProposedDocument6.pdf
This should tell us that they know a vulnerability exists as to financing. They were setting up for
the Attorney General (Lori Swanson), supported by an affidavit of Sue Dosal to force
appropriations; filing in this same county which was just audited and found not to have sufficient
internal controls, etc.
Here is the same order (signed) and findings of fact and law, ordering payments. In this the
Petitioner included the Chief Justice (and Attorney General) with Affidavit from this Sue Dosal.
The judge hearing it was by special appointment of the petitioner (a rather “unique” setup). One
of the first scare tactics used was that law enforcement might not be able to restrain — who else?
Violent Offenders, Psychopathis Sexual Abusers, Domestic violence (the word wasn’t used, but
that’s what was described) and child abusers (again, that word wasn’t used, but that’s what was
described). It was under the section “Constitutional Considerations” — and from what I can tell,
the only one mentioned was the right to allow law enforcement to restrain the bad guys. ….
(oh well …..yours truly, etc.)
Read and Understand the Blueprints….
Reply
ncpp
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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April 17, 2013
“Stand4rights” gets their posts from this blog. The original post on Senator Julianne Ortman’s
letter is on this blog. Nothing came of the letter. It was a publicity stunt on Ortman’s part. She
never meant it to go anywhere. Ortman and Chief Justice Lorie Gildea are friends. Ortman is a
lawyer.
All posts on stand4rights website regarding cases listed here- started here.
Reply
Let's Get Honest
April 17, 2013
Yeah, I can see that from the URLs, obviously. Anyhow I really do like to take the systemic
view of things, and I put some of those above links to show places to look what direction
things are going before they get there. I look at individual cases in different states to see if
there’s a similar, and identifiable pattern.
Sue Dosal (court administrator) is absolutely following a similar pattern: Unifying courts
under a Judicial Council, central control, and all that. I also see that stand4rights.com
picked up on that 1979 Minnesotans (or, their legislature) allowed that Judicial Complaint
Board (most states did). They are talking about HHS funding — but specifically mention
the elephant in the room of funding, when it comes to custody cases — Title IVA and Title
IVD. Foster care, adoptions, etc. — those are more TITLE IVE.
This woman obviously has a lot of organizational talent and IS a leader. But the blueprint
isn’t exactly original. Also, if there’s personnel overlap between stand4rights and this blog,
know that picking Center for Judicial Excellence as a “Resource” is probably ill-advised.
They’re on an agenda. I’m from that area, and have seen the group in operation for many
years, and had some dealings with how they run things. It’s no grassroots operation; and
they, too, will not report honestly on the extent of “fatherhood.gov” or the money
laundering aspect. There’s got to be a reason why, given they’ve been informed of it by
credible sources (not just me) for years.
I exist in the form I presently do BECAUSE groups like this withheld critical information
from mee while I still had custody of my children, who I’d raised and by leaving the
abuser, probably saved all our lives. The courts responded by putting my kids back at risk
and NEVER mentioning supervised visitation as an option.
Without a coherent explanation of the finances and funding (I see there’s some of that on
this site, don’t mean to critize too much) and people understanding, we simply don’t
understand government. it’s fundamental to know about. Other stuff is subsidiary. And
legislative change which doesn’t take this into account makes no sense to me. Who’s gonna
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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enforce (see that 2011 order, above)!
tc
April 18, 2013
Regarding the signatures on Sen Ortman’s letter, remember that the Dosal response
questioned how many follow legislators actually signed the letter?
It is silly that fellow legislator names are put on the letter, yet evidently no accountability for it.
Was the letter solely an Ortman initiative, and she put her fellow legislators name on it
without their consent, or did her fellow legislators actually support her efforts?
Reply
5.
Dan O
April 17, 2013
I hear that this kayla already has her new boss wrapped around her little finger. kayla is one crazy
lady that thinks these kids should be with this child abuser. I am sickened by this and they should
all be ashamed.
Reply
ncpp
April 18, 2013
If that is true about Kayla having her boss wrapped around her finger, well, that ‘boss’ needs
to take a long hard look at himself. It would be appropriate to put a great deal of blame on that
boss, if this is the case. There is no excuse for this. Even though this is a juicy story, shocking in
nature, hair raising and something to talk about…. while everyone is talking – these kids are
living a nightmare. The kids are the main concern over everything else.
Something is rotten in this county. No question. Kids and families are not safe until it gets
figured out.
Reply
Let's Get Honest
April 18, 2013
I looked up Kayla Schaap and found her fund-raising for a Christian Adoption Agency,
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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“New Life Services” ($2,090 raised since 2008). That’s an indicator; and it’s a lead for a
larger story (see next comment!) I can see why she might be antagonistic to individuals
who don’t stay married; it’s inbred in the education.. This started out, however, just with
the quick lookups (this part only took about 15 minutes to do):
_______
She posted its EIN, I looked up the tax returns (see that they are gradually increasing, that
it’s in Richfield MN, etc.) but my computer is too slow to want to scroll through them.
However, the EIN# is 51-0153937.
There is no direct HHS grant to it (understandably).
Is this the same social worker?
http://www.firstgiving.com/fundraiser/kayla-schaap/kaylaschaap
She claims their only source of funds is donations. I’m not sure that makes sense.
http://www.firstgiving.com/fundraiser/kayla-schaap/kaylaschaap
I looked up the nonprofit’s name again and found:
http://www.minnesotahelp.info/Public/details.aspx?qlink=s7nLitqbEEupVbAEaaoNtQ
It says, “preferred client: male.”
It shows what sites its operating out of, that its approach is evangelical, pro-life Christian.
The fact the services are free indicates the type of funding, probably:
Area Served
Richfield, Bloomington, Minneapolis, Edina, South Metro

Websites
http://www.nlfs.org
http://www.nlfs.org/pregnancy/formen.cfm
__________
If you plug that EIN# into this website:
http://foundationcenter.org/findfunders/990finder/
a chart pops up showing that in at least the last three years (unlike many of us!), the assets
are more than doubled. Click on any year, the group’s name, to look at its tax return. ON
pages usually 7 or 8 of any return it shows officers and trustees (who’s paid what); perhaps
these are names someone local might remember.
http://990s.foundationcenter.org/990_pdf_archive/510/510153937/510153937_201203_990.pd
You’d be surprised what kind of finds. In Arizona, we found the head of the local chapter
of AFCC had consulted and was on the board of a certain Faith Counseling group. That
group was repeatedly being dissolved for failure to file tax returns, and claims to have
drawn clients from 22 local churches. Apparently none of the clients saw fit to check
whether they were being provided services by a legit, or illegit organization — people just
aren’t encouraged to look things up!
A quick check here (IRS Select-Check site
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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http://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/mainSearch.do;jsessionid=d6kWXvTX8laVH4B2UwhiMA__?
mainSearchChoice=pub78&dispatchMethod=selectSearch) shows yes, this one is legit —
location, Minneapolis.
By actually looking at its “Details” (it’s been filing OK and is Active & in Good Standing) a
little note says “Corporation holds AN 72773"
So I go back and look up “72773" under a “Contains” search. None active, two Inactive.
The two are Giordano’s Enterprises (foreign corp, home district illinois) and (also only
active from 1988-1998) an Assumed Name “New Life Family Services” — and the
OWNERS of this name look more like real estate companies?
—Minnesota Business Name New Life Family Services Business Type
Assumed Name MN Statute 333 File Number 72773
Home Jurisdiction Minnesota
Filing Date 06/02/1988
Duration 6/2/1998 5:00:00 PM (10 years only).
Status Inactive
Renewal Due Date: 06/02/1998
Registered Agent(s) (Optional) None provided
Principal Place of Business Address
3361 Republic Ave
Mpls MN 55426 USA

{{Address Lookup — right around the corner from “Cooperative Church Supply,” — just a
good idea to look up street addresses as part of corp. lookups):
http://www.briki.com/briki/Minnesota/MN/MINNEAPOLIS/55426/3361_REPUBLIC_AVE
Nameholder Nameholder Address
New Life Home Inc 2520 Coon Rapids Blvd, Coon Rapids, MN 55433
New Life Homes Inc 2031 W Broadway, Mpls, MN 55411
New Life Homes Inc 435 Aldine Ave, St Paul, MN 55104
New Life Homes Inc 814 N Broadway, Rochester, MN 55904
New Life Homes Inc 1423 Judith Ave W, Roseville, MN 55113
Let's Get Honest
April 18, 2013
(This goes after the earlier comment, looking up this social worker).
FYI, how powerful can a social worker who just got her BSW a few years ago, and was a
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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temporary hire over in another (Chisago) County as of 2010, really be? The power’s not in any
individual’s character — it’s in the delegated (legit or illegit) authority behind her, and the
intent behind that authority. Kayla Schaap, per one of the links, got her BSW in social work
from a Reformed Christian College (Dordt.Iowa) only a few years ago. It sounds like she
hasn’t even been in the work force, period, for many years.
Significance: In general, a reaction to things liberal, from top to bottom.
http://www.dordt.edu/about/our_mission/developing_history.shtml
Quick FAQs on the significance of the undergrad degree:
Dordt was a synod back in the Reformation, who thought Jacob Arminius was too liberal.
They’re still serious about this, only as applied to other groups, to this day. (on-line training:
“evil men with wet fingers held high in the winds that blew” weren’t (Calvinist) enough..
http://www.spindleworks.com/library/brj/brj_nov_99_dort.htm.
It’s part of history and interesting enough (http://www.imarc.cc/esecurity/arminius.html/
“The Scapegoat of Calvinism” ), but basically speaking, we’re on the predestination side of
liberal, and serious about what’s anathema, and this condemning attitude is still active today.
(From what I can tell: Both: “original sin, and mankind is utterly depraved.” Calvinists: on
predestination: Christ died for the elect, and nobody else moreover, we can’t backslide.
Arminians/Remonstrants: Christ died for all, and yes you can. (Arminius and followers were
more tolerant, and as a result, while inviting a debate on the matter, instead were treated like
criminals, and basically got run out of town as heretics, speaking, in the early 1600s. We’re
talking, settling theological arguments that couldn’t be won by reason, by force, what else is
new)
Political setting, here: http://christianity.about.com/od/Christians-In-History/a/JacobusArminius.htm They argued their position before the Dutch Supreme court, resulting in a “tie.”
The Calvinists wouldn’t settle for the tie and took it up a notch, but Arminius, probably from
the ongoing pressure, died before round two. His followers took it up, and the war was on.
This time they weren’t so stupid as to debate it in a neutral forum (this was also about
church/state issue) and so stacked the decks — at this Synod of Dordt held about 9 years after
the heretic himself died.
———
The Christian adoption industry, which is booming these days, has close ties with this
philosophy, and a major organization involved in it (Bethany Christian Services), comes out of
the exact same faith tradition (and has an outpost not far from Dordt). To me it makes no
sense, because if there’s predestination, then adopting an infant in order to turn the baby into a
Christian because of the nice Christian home wouldn’t work anyhow. I suspect, there’s
probably either confusion, or other motives…. I think it’s more about, following their leaders,
and the leadership is, essentially, into creating more “families” by purchase orders.

http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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Anyhow, looks like Ms. Kayla got her BSW from “Dordt U.” and then went to UMN, where
apparently got another three letters to put with the name, resulting in Kayla D. Schaap, MSW,
LIGW. Here’s from:
http://www.cehd.umn.edu/ssw/cascw/pracresources/Modules/Confidentiality/Confiden.asp
Center for Advanced Studies in Child Welfare, and something she wrote. This tells us about
the social worker’s training — which is probably as important as her character. It tells about
the system.
____________
“This site made possible, in part, by a Title IV-E Training Project grant from the Minnesota
Department of Human Services (GRK%29646).
Center for Advanced Studies in Child Welfare, University of Minnesota, 205 Peters Hall, 1404
Gortner Avenue, Saint Paul, MN 55108 Phone: 612-624-4231, Toll Free: 800-779-8636, Fax: 612624-3744, E-mail:
_____________
Clicking around there, I also find them offering (besides stipends to attract people into the
“getting kids adopted” trade, i.e., employment as social service workers, this PACC
(Permanency and Adoption Competency Certificate or such). You can get a list of all the
people recently qualified.
http://cascw.umn.edu/pacc/
This connects with what’s below, see “Angels in Adoption” and click on that link, which leads
to http://www.angelsinadoption.org/. ANGELS IN ADOPTION is a trademarked term (it
says). Scroll down to the bottom (fine print) and it’s showing this program comes out of CACI,
giving its Washington D.C. address. It used to? work out of a certain street address in McLean,
Virginia address, SAME BUILDING as an association for retired CIA workers (honorary
chairman, fomer President George H.W. Bush, Frank Carlucci, etc.), which led me on a wild
goose chase of all the Adoption Institutes of this one street address! (including Christian
Alliance For Adoptions, you name it).
So, CACI does “angels in adoption, but another group nominated someone for the ‘Demons in
Adoption” of the year.
So in complaining about one social worker — the force behind her is a huge adoption industry
which needs to feed kids into the foster care system. Also, while I happen to also be a Christian
(although as religious abuse survivor, not much for attending or offering volunteer services
these days — they covered up serial and serious abuse for years; I could’ve/would’ve died if
I’d not gotten out in time, along with our kids. Getting out was NOT a piece of cake or as easy
as a walkaway, not with small children.) However some brands are kind of aggressive
towards birth mothers (and sometimes fathers) who don’t behave, in their view, appropriately.
Anyhow…
~~~
Anyone could find out more about a certain social worker, by looking things up. This is just
what I ran across this afternoon. I believe that looking things up is generally speaking, a good
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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use of time; knowledge is power…
——–
The connection of the adoption industry to foster care to family courts, to faith-based grants is
big bucks and a good story if some journalist could get interested in it. It might not make it
into mainstream media, but they could help tell the story, still…
Just basic web search:
“Kayla Schaap social worker” shows (unapproved) minutes of a Chisago County (not Carver
County) Board of Commissioners Official Meeting (I think, 6/15/2011). Scrolling down about
halfway to where it’s about the Human Resources Committee, we can see she was approved
(extension of one-year temporary hire) at the end of a long paragraph of staff decisions:
”Extension of Temporary one year appointment for one additional year: Kelly Ihrke, Social
Worker, HHS, Gr. 23-5, effective 06/14/2011; Kayla Schaap, Social Worker, HHS, Gr. 24-5,
effective 06/14/2011. ”
There was also approval of an “Amended contract” for this group which I see deals with
custody, abuse, anger management, etc. issues also, (Community Behavioral Health stuff):
http://www.riverwoodcenters.org/5025.html, who do take court referrals:
{{http://www.riverwoodcenters.org/11164/11801.html}}
________________
http://www.chisagocountypress.com/main.asp?
SectionID=25&SubSectionID=127&ArticleID=14617&TM=37309.71
________
This was found earlier and matches perfectly with the fact she has a BSW in Social Work from
“Dordt College” which shows HERE:
http://www.yatedo.com/p/Kayla+Schaap/normal/b66e673921363b7bbf7643eef737bf5c
DORDT is ultra-conservative-Christian (Calvinist, reactionary, etc.), and I learned about them
learning about the incredible focus on adoption (as part of evangelizing the nations, starting
even with frozen embryos, if necessary) — in a post on Bethany Christian Services out of
Grand Rapids, Michigan. It’s a real long post and annoying post, but here it is:
http://familycourtmatters.wordpress.com/2013/04/05/on-the-road-to-emmaeus-when-lifeevidence-demands-a-major-shift-in-understanding/#more-5691
http://www.dordt.edu/ (“finding your place in God’s world” // Committed to the Reformed
Christian Perspective)
Actually, looks like the section on Dordt College is in draft still, but basically we’re talking
ultra conservative There’s after that another post coming on how come one set of
organizations MAKES orphans, and then gets on the board of adoption institutes, like CACI
(http://poundpuplegacy.org/node/6111) (http://www.ccainstitute.org/who-we-are/ourhttp://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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board-.html scroll down past the Board to the Advisory Board…) Bethany Christian Services
is a “Bronze Donor” to this group, only $5,000. http://www.ccainstitute.org/who-weare/ourpartners.html. There’s funky tax return and incorporation stuff going on also, which I
hope to blog soon.
Recent staff of Bethany Christian Services here include “Christy Groen,” 1995 graduate of
Dordt College (first row of photos, right side). Looks like Ms. Kayla Schaap is an even MORE
recent graduate of Dordt College… http://www.bethany.org/plymouth/our-staff
This poundpup web site nails the problem — why would DOW, Chevron, (The Caryle Group)
and all these major political heavyweights be so interested in facilitating international
adoptions for affluent couples? Well, for one, because their wealthy constituents, well, vote,
etc. Why not make it easier for them to go buy some babies? And to buy babies, there has to
be a supply chain. This review calls BCS the “Walmart” of the adoption agencies, and gave
them the “Demons of Adoption Award” for 2009.
http://poundpuplegacy.org/node/40708

Do you guys remember the Russian ban on adoptions?
(this group is featured, including “Kristian Fasse”)
http://www.mlive.com/news/grandrapids/index.ssf/2012/12/bethany_christian_services_has.h
“Bethany Christian Services has client families in limbo after Russian ban on U.S. adoptions
(Dec 31, 2012).” Last paragraph shows the international scope:
“Faasse is hopeful the Russian government will allow the 46 families who are in the final
stages of adoption to complete the process, but she doesn’t know if that will happen. She says
Bethany and other agencies are working closely with two national organizations who have
contacted the U.S. State Department for assistance in resolving the adoption issue – the
National Council for Adoption and the Joint Council for International Children Services.”
(“NCFA”).
—–
Here’s a 2012 article complaining about Bethany in particular. It links to another one (more
recent) which talks about the profits going to Adoption Agencies, after a review of a lot of their
tax returns. There are about 3 paras. on “Bethany Christian Services’ and a note that they get
paid to supervise kids in foster care, and about $4 out of every $5 dollars goes to management
expenses, not the kids….. Again, connection to Kayla would seem to be from the same
theological sentiment (which isn’t REALLY into birth mothers keeping their families if they’re
not in a good Christian home, as defined by them. There was a stink about Catholics weren’t
Christian enough for them to be allowed to adopt, etc.).
++++++++++++++
http://www.firstmotherforum.com/2010/04/bethany-chistian-services-is-designed.html
“I do not want to rail against these poor children, what I want to point out is that Bethany
“Christian” Services is anything but Christian in the sense the word implies. The agency sucks
big time. Let us not forget while this slimeball of an agency–perhaps the largest in the country,
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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with outlets everywhere–is also among the leaders against giving adopted people their
unamended, original birth records, no matter when, no matter how. I hope more lawsuits
bankrupt this awful agency, one of the biggest supporters of the National Council for
Adoption [check out the list of member agencies if you doubt, at NCFA's website], also
adamantly against giving adopted people any rights. It’s all about the adoptive parents and
their ability to bankroll the agency, and NCFA. ”
“And do take a look at the story up on the sidebar from Atlanta, about non-profit adoption
agencies: Nonprofit adoption agencies often profit someone other than children, families.
Yeah, I’m feeling pissed off today at the adoption racket.–lorraine
+++++++++++++
This sickening article appears to be about a “nice” couple who believed adoption was the
Christian thing to do, but after they got their Ethiopian YOUNG kids back home, had a change
of heart, leading to criminal assault charges; the adoptees were treated differently than the
biological, etc. http://www.post-gazette.com/stories/local/neighborhoodsnorth/adoption-saga-ends-with-charges-for-franklin-park-couple-658454/ There are also all
kinds of lawsuits against the agency.
Hopefully some of that was at least interesting..
Reply
6.
Let's Get Honest
April 17, 2013
Case Number Style Filed/Location/Judicial Officer Type/Status
10-FA-11-200 In the Marriage of Theresa Marie Mogensen and Jeremy John Mogensen
04/27/2011 {{Mother is petitioner here..}}
Carver
Dissolution with Child
Closed
10-CV-12-1604 Riverside Terrace MHC vs Theresa Stolp
12/13/2012
Carver
Eviction (UD)
Closed
____
Krystle (5 years younger than Theresa) just got divorced (also from a “Jeremy John” — that’s odd)
in 2006, “without children.” Guess she wanted kids pretty bad…..
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How could there be two “jeremy john” husbands in one family line, that’s interesting…
_________
AMong financial issues since, I notice her new boyfriend is also mentioned as a party:
Case Number Style Filed/Location/Judicial Officer Type/Status
47-FA-06-1418 Jeremy John Chastek and Krystle Ann Chastek
10/11/2006
Meeker
Dissolution without Child
Closed
86-CO-07-866 STATE BANK OF COKATO vs Krystle Chastek
10/22/2007
Wright
Conciliation
Closed
86-CV-08-1125 STATE BANK OF COKATO vs Krystle Chastek
02/06/2008
Wright
Transcript Judgment
Closed
86-CV-08-6602 CREDIT ACCEPTANCE CORPORATION vs Krystle Chastek, Melmer Lahr
07/29/2008
Wright
Default Judgment
Closed
86-CV-08-8151 Capital One Bank USA NA vs Krystle Chastek
09/22/2008
Wright
Default Judgment
Closed
86-CV-09-6436 Midland Funding LLC as successor in interest to Citibank vs Krystle Chastek
09/17/2009
Wright
Default Judgment
Closed
The dockets (or public access records of them) tell a story. I learned that years ago fact-checking a
story in Wisconsin. In that one, the facts checked out. Again, a docket is worth several paragraphs
of information
Reply
7.
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tc
April 18, 2013
Yes, a year ago since Sen. Ortman sent the letter to Ms. Dosal/Chief Justice Gildea.
I saw no follow up so can only conclude that Sen. Ortman’s letter was for show.
But let’s not forget that a number of her fellow legislators, Dem. as well as Rep., co-signed the
letter, and not one follow up that I see.
So, perhaps an unitended consequence, but it could be argued that Sen. Orman’s letter and lack
up follow-up and determination to get real answers made the situation worse.
Now the judiciary knows the legislators could care less.
What are our legislators in St. Paul doing?
They want to focus on polarizing issues – guns, gays, etc. – instead of addressing their
constitutional charge to oversee the judiciary.
What was the last time the legislators disiplined or impeached a judges, or disiplined any one
else, like Ms. Dosal, in the judicial branch?
Reply
ncpp
April 18, 2013
The last time a judge was impeached in MN was 130 years ago. That’s what you call ‘job
security’. Easy to see how and why these judges go wild. Why not? There is no accountability
whatsoever.
Reply
..
April 18, 2013
I really hate how we were “played” by Sen. Ortman. Well, at least we have a chance to vote
her out next time.
Reply
Kimberly
April 18, 2013
I met with several state reps and senators and the bottom line is that they aren’t the ones
with the power to do anything. I know some have tried. They did for me too, but it is
always stopped at the highest levels of government.
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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I was warned in 2009 (before we fled the U.S.) that is how it is, and will go, if we are a part
of this Program. I really did not want to believe it, but that is what happened and its only
gotten worse across the country since.
8.
..
April 18, 2013
So who are the people in the government with the power to stop all of this?
Reply
Kimberly
April 18, 2013
If the federal government wanted to step in and stop this they could have a LONG time ago.
We need to look at the facts of who is in charge and why this is going on at all.
Reply
Let's Get Honest
April 18, 2013
That’s a good question, however the issue is not who IN government can stop all the bad
people — but who IS government, and who else can balance its outrageous power grabs.
How a question is phrased can lead to — or lead away from — answers. Really, the thing is
asking the right question; then this produces logical answers, and the only question is, can
they be acted on, yes or no.
Why would someone IN government stop all of that? When I saw police officers let my kids’
father violate a sole custody to mother order that wasn’t 24-hours-old reaffirmed (as it had
beenin court twice or three times before in other years; they were my kids, I was raising them
AND working….) on the accusation I was an abduction risk (having just signed a 12-month
lease and having lived in this same area for the past two decades, and NEVER threatened to
abduct the kids — my ex had!) and take them out of their present schools claiming they
weren’t in school (while they’d been delivered with backpacks) and then drive off into the
sunset to an UNregistered (with me or the courts) address . . .. .
I had to re-evaluate who was government and what was law enforcement. At this time, I
already knew about California Protective Parents Association, domestic violence up one side
and down the other, Lundy Bancroft, Battered Mothers Custody Conference, and a whole lot
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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of irrelevant to that action more.
I know understand “government” as a specialized form of corporation. What corporations do
is raise money, minimize expenses, and try to increase assets and profit margins; this is done
by selling things and finding new market niches. They also buy and sell each other (mergers
and acquisitions). Governments do this also, only with less regulation because they also have
enforcement powers.
As the Justice for Parents Site says:
“Excessive funding. Social service agencies have access to thousands of dollars in funds for
each child they bring into their system. This includes federal grants for placing children in
foster care (and the grant increases if the child is labeled ‘special needs’), Access to Visitation
funding, and so forth.
_______
My Response: Not mentioned: “http://fatherhood.gov” which is a source of moneylaundering. Why talk about Title IV-E and barely a reference to Title IV-D or IV-A matters?
They are all linked.
Access and Visitation was a last-minute add-on to welfare reform. It was added on to sponsor
certain industries — which I study over at http://familycourtmatters.wordpress.com. It was
started, and conceivably, it could be stopped, either through public demand, or an organized
boycott of the services it’s providing. }}
______
“This can cause agencies to push for funding by getting more children through their system, as
if they were cattle being herded through the chutes! Entire industries, and millions of dollars
per year flow through this system. In many custody cases, whether in family court or in child
protection cases, each participant is often made to receive a psychological evaluation (which
are generally about $5,000-$10,000 per person), therapy is often ordered (which generally runs
from $150-300 per session), legal fees can easily add up to six-figures, and all the time and
resources the parents are spending do nothing to help the children involved. This is a waste of
resources, and many times, the taxpayer is made to pick up the tab!**
______
My Response: **
~|~Funding isn’t the problem, unrestrained greed is the problem. The platform which this
funding flows is the accumulated wealth of the federal government, which is as we know
obtained in part through taxes (some people pay income taxes, others don’t, and government
of course doesn’t tax itself).
and
~|~The taxpayer picking up the tab is intentional; it’s the business plan!! Don’t just trust me,
others far closer to the top of government (for example, HUD) have stated the same thing, and
http://carvercountycorruption.com/2013/04/17/carver-county-cps-casetheresa-katka/
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explain it better. Here’s one site on the “Financial Coups d’etat.” The speaker (C.A. Fitts) is
explaining how it revolves primarily around real estate fraud.
HHS grants (foster care, adoptions, CAPTA, TANF diversions, etc.) interact AS A SYSTEM
with real estate fraud/foreclosures. I saw the HHS but I didn’t see how it matched the HUD by
neighborhoods until I read through her work).
>>>=>=>http://mediaroots.org/mr-transcript-unpacking-mr.-global-part-2.php<=<=<=
[quote:] "Austin Fitts says $12 Trillion dollars siphoned by banks since the late ‘90s constitutes
a leveraged buyout of the country and the planet, essentially, a financial coup d’état capable of
permanently ending democracy. " . . . (the it gives speakers' credentials — such as Assistant
Secretary of FHA under Bush, manager of wall street firm, or an investment bank, etc.)
…."What I discovered, ‘cos I went around the world. You know, I spoke in London to
investment managers. I spoke in New Zealand. I spoke in Sweden. I spoke all around the
world. And I tried to warn people that the fraud was this significant. And they literally
couldn’t fathom it. They literally couldn’t fathom it.
And the first time I saw somebody fathom it was, and I’ve written, one of my most popular
blog posts is called ‘Financial Coup d'Etat.’ …I presented a paper called “The Myth of the
Rule of Law” talking about the privatisation in the United States in the ‘90s. And we were all
in a state of shock because what we realised was we were talking about the same banks, the
same law firms, the same investors, and they were doing it everywhere. It was one model and
it was happening globally. And it was a financial coup d’état…" [endquote]
__________________________
It's the transfer of wealth from private individuals to privately-controlled foundations and
corporations who are also heavily influencing government itself.
FITTS, ELSEWHERE: ("THE MYTH OF THE RULE OF LAW" @
http://home.attbi.com/~gary.webb/wsb/)
"In 2000 I visited with a senior staff assistant to the Chairman of one of the appropriations
committees for HUD. I asked him what he thought was going on at HUD. He said, "HUD is
being run as a criminal enterprise."
Based on the documentary evidence, that is absolutely correct."
OR:
In 1989, US financial institutions experienced a wave of single family, multifamily and
commercial mortgage defaults known as the Savings and Loan crisis. The resolution of the socalled S&L crisis saw the development of the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC). The RTC
was a mechanism by which the American taxpayers underwrote approximately $500 billion of
waste, tax shelters and fraud in a manner that allowed the investors to buy the assets at a
discount. Two of the biggest winners were the large banks that were bust but did not go bust
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and the large banks that were not bust who enjoyed the ride…
___________________________
This terminology and investment banking, real estate, mortgages, securities and lal that is not
my native language. I didn't think about it much not having anything to invest most of my life.
However, when my government stole my kids overnight without cause, and didn't feel
obligated to give even a half-@ssed explanation, or bother to accuse of some cause of action, I
made it my business to learn some new vocabulary and understand how it happened — which
led to researching TAGGS.hhs.gov. That began to open my eyes, but reached a point of no
return — when I saw the database was corrupt, not to mention many of the corporations being
funded, and that I'm only one human being.
Where this woman's writing on HUD (which she obviously knows about) and others' writings
on HHS and Child Support millions that went mysteriously "MIA" intersected was when a
journalist started writing up the work of Marv Bryer on the Los Angeles County Judges Slush
Fund (1990s) and related to that is the Richard Fine case. Richard Fine was a London School of
Economics and I believe it was Univ. of Chicago trained anti-trust attorney, and an ethical
man.
He took on the system of bribes to judges in Los Angeles County, challenging them
unconstitutionally. For his efforts, he was rapidly disbarred, then showing up at a courtroom,
led away in handcuffs AND dumped into coercive SOLITARY confinement for 18 months in
one of the worst places around, AND his arrest record was falsified. That was in 2009. The
attempt to break his spirit failed, and he was released on Yom Kippur in September 2010. TO
THIS DAY — almost none of the advocacy groups will even talk about it.
He was jailed because he was identifying a built-in system of fraud and mis-appropriation of
public money; the amounts were huge. One of the issues that helped land him in jail was
reporting on the District Attorney of Los Angeles sitting on over $14 million of wagegarnished child support payments that, mysteriously, couldn't find the kids they were
destined to support (Silva v. Garcetti).
To continue not talking about the money-laundering and fraud aspects, while asking the
government to corrupt itself has to be a form of insanity. It has to be an issue for the mirror,
not for the authorities that be…. (in my opinion).
MERCOLA ARTICLE (from stand4rights.com) says:
Look at the following website to see exactly HOW funding can cause this problem!
**http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/02/05/legal-child-abduction.aspx"
————————
The mercola article referenced above is part of the information — I always look at WHO is
saying what, when it's this significant. It's from the National Commission on Children: Beyond
Rhetoric, etc. (1991). The chairman of this commission was John D. Rockefeller!!
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Staying awake should probably include a little look at who is Rockefeller (can you spell
"Standard Oil,") and when this source is complaining about "big government intervention in
private matters, like families," it should be taken with a serious grain of salt: What's the
intended outcome?
Click on website link under gravatar — it links (this time) to two pages on those "Ruthless
Giants, Magnificent Philanthropists") who are running this place and full of love and concern
and wisdom (i.e., "Philanthropy") for humanity, after forming making their wealth from cruel,
inhumane, and immoral cartels in Steel (Carnegie), Diamonds (Cecil Rhodes, British
imperialist, cf. South Africa), and Oil (Rockefeller).
Part of this includes heavily promoting the fields of psychiatry and forced psychological
evaluations for ongoing social control — and billing us to build these systems of control and
enslavement, basically.
These systems of control are well-strategized, well-funded, and well-endowed. They have
interlocking elements. It makes no sense to me to only work on (or talk about) one or two —
and fail to FIRST make sure we can anme those elements and explain to others how they
interlock AND how they came to pass.
Sorry I tend to be so argumentative. Guess it's just the voice of conviction…
Reply
9.
Jen C
April 18, 2013
If these judges were not allowed to seal up files and were forced to hand over court transcripts,
they would be in a world of hurt. I can bet some of the transcripts have been changed is why Cain
won’t hand them over. Cain is worried about protecting herself, not these kids and that is very
obvious in this case as she leaves them to suffer in an unlicensed foster home with people that are
abusing them. Krystle and Melmar should be ashamed of themselves as well as the judge and all
the Carver County people involved in this case.
Reply
10.
concerned
April 18, 2013
The worse part is that Carver County employees, Kayla Schaap, Dan Koziolek and Brendan Shane
all want to give Krystle and Mel full custody of these same children that they abuse. Some of the
things reported by the older two boys to these people would make your skin crawl. How sick is
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that, sadistic &%^*)($#$…..the same people who are supposed to have the children’s best interest
at heart? I know better, I have seen these sick and twisted people at work!
Reply
Carl
November 10, 2013
Really???? where do you work??
Reply
11.
sickened
April 18, 2013
i would bet if cain were investigated under cover, it would show that she is diverting the money
she is generating through her instigation of high conflict to her own benefit–and in many ways,
not just through the foster care system. a review of cain’s files shows that she has no regard for the
law; she routinely exploits her position and misuses the power of the “court order” to harm
children and protective parents. maybe she likes to empower abusers because she knows they
constantly will return to court, giving her job security. a review of her CV suggests she needs the
job security of a judicial position because she likely couldn’t make it as a lawyer. hopefully she is
up for re-election soon, so she can get voted into the jobless line, so she cannot continue to harm
the families she is harming and cannot create more victims in the future–if noone will step up and
impeach her before that. a suggestion to any legislature, media person, or other authority who is
motivated to investigate–post on this board, and provide your contact info so people can contact
you and help direct you to the facts. it is likely that cain has messed with the files and court
transcripts, and also her orders–misrepresenting facts or leaving out important facts to make her
orders appear appropriate. but people with knowledge and experience can help uncover the
actual facts, which had they appeared in the order would make it evident the orders are issued in
violation of law, and without basis in the real facts.
Reply
12.
let's get honest
April 18, 2013
I believe I explained previously that as to Dakota County, (direct HHS grants to the county),
there’s $25 million going to a fake corporation (i.e., probably being laundered) as opposed to $1.6
million going to Dakota County Human Services. I have no idea who “Sheriffs Youth Programs of
Minnestoa” is. Remember this?
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DAKOTA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES 10 3 $ 1,600,000
INTERNATIONAL SPECIES INFORMATION SYSTEM 9 3 $ 2,443,156
INTERNATIONAL SPECIES INVENTORY SYSTEM (ISIS) 81 27 $ 25,329,461
Sheriffs Youth Programs of Minnesota 3 2 $ 318,886
Report Total:
CHASKA COUNTY:
I just spent about 15 minutes looking up Chaska County. All three grantees (there were only
three) related to drugs: One, to Drug-free communities, Two to develping a “Glucose-sensitive
implantable device” (i.e., how to get drugs inside people), however the grantee name is
misspelled, and the similarly spelled one while it DID exist undre three different company names,
is now inactive. The grants there were “only” about $1 million over a few years. I looked up the
street address and found a different company, same M.D. (who seems legit) operating a company
called Receptors, LLC.
What HHS does, and can easily do (as no one is really paying attention) is simply take a real
organization, imitate its name, and create a data entry on the Grants database, and keep showing
book entries for the grants. I think that 81 grants and $25 million is a lot for ONE county. That
money if it does legitimately come from the US Treasury, doesn’t disappear — it goes into
someone’s pocket. THAT’s where the legal and judicial corruption most likely comes from, not
bad judges, nasty social workers, etc.
The third company, GENESEGUES, Inc. (for CHASKA county) does exist — and seems more
legitimate, however it’s still inactive (merged in 2006).
The explosion of the mental health industry, the family and other (like Unified Family) courts as
gatekeepers to order services, and the pharmaceutical companies being among the largest on the
planet — is the How and Why. The pharmaceutical and psychiatric industries came out of one
primary thing called war.
This is not kindergarten, and complaining about individual civil servants as if the problem was
them –really isn’t going to help little kids. It really is about finances, it really is about some ugly
things like population control, and at some point until the money laundering is addressed, not
much else makes sense to me.
The other day I was hearing about some evangelical networks (i.e., international in scope, based
here and there) which were scammed to the tune of about $160 million because one referred
another, and they all believed their friends. The Feds (and the SEC) finally caught up with them
— do you know why?
_____
Mostly because ONE man, a son-in-law of a famous evangelical woman — took the time to check
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facts. The guy was pulling this stuff off in one state, but he originated in Texas. The man looked
up how Texas was after him already for fraud. The Ponzi guy says, we have all this retail stuff for
sale (in this country, that country). The man says, OK, that’s fine — SHOW ME! He took another
person along and looked at the supposed warehouses.
They got the entire family; the man who spearheaded the scheme got 40 years, and at least SOME
of the people are getting SOME of their money back. I don’t know if they got any smarter, but let’s
hope so.
___
I know women who have fled the country with and/or without their children to protect them, or
in at least one case, someone who exposed a judge.
What’s to be done when it’s not a private person pulling off a Ponzi scheme, but the government
itself? I don’t know — but I know it takes at least one or two people to get the ball rolling. As far
as I’m concerned, I’m going to continue being one of those people while I’m still alive. I’m willing
to teach anyone who has the curiosity (and the stomach) how to look up corporate records, and if
people are so intent on NOT looking outside their own locality (which is obviously the worst one
in the United States, no matter who’s speaking), it’s possible to get it local to MY COUNTY.
However, I can’t do that forever, I can’t do it for free, and it’s absolutely self-destructive not to
even be curious about these matters. In my opinion.
Things have started to change in my area with consistent blogging and reporting. I didn’t do it
directly, but the blogging sent a message to the powers that be, we know where to look. Then they
started doing it to each other (the Judicial Council vs. the Administrative Office of the Courts), it
made headlines, heads rolled, people stepped down in disgrace, whistleblowers blew their
whistles and filed follow-up suits.
But unless individuals will take out a little time (it’s not a HUGE amount of time) to develop some
basic skillsets, it’s just complaining, and expecting someone else to clean up the neighborhood.
I thought about doing that with my own house — instead of cleaning it up, I would protest that
it’s not being cleaned up, but guess what? It never works. … Until we start seeing this as our
country and taking some responsibility for its operations, it’s not going to get cleaned up either.
Long and tortuous post gets down to the business: The Franklin Coverup (Omaha, Nebraska,
1980s) as awful as it was, wasn’t about child abuse — it was about money laundering.
http://economicbrain.wordpress.com/1980s-1990s-2000s-in-usa/
Last part says
“Perhaps a situation in which we collectively keep better track of money would lead to situations
in which we keep better track of foster children. I still wonder where all this cruelty comes from
to start with, that foster care is such a huge industry in the country. . . . what does that say about
the country as a whole — someone else is our brother’s kids’ keeper?”
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________
I have a post in moderation from this morning that didn’t get saved (believe it’s the first one), it
was talking about HUD. If someone doesn’t mind getting it back to me, I’d appreciate that (not
necessary to post if you feel inappropriate).
Reply
Kimberly
April 19, 2013
Let’s Get Honest, you are extremely clear, concise, and right in this post. If anyone looks into
history you will find fake corporations and foundations facilitating the “powers that be.” It
really isn’t about the individual pictures of our cases. It is nationwide and much, much larger
than us. Believe me, I didn’t want it to be true either….that the government is running drugs,
abuse and illegal activity and my children and I are a part of it?! The bottom line is that anyone
who actually read our case (with all of it intact) would have no doubt that this is government
facilitated child abuse and HUGE fraud and crime internationally. Period. Hitler had to be
sold out to stop too. That’s where it’s at.
Reply
let's get honest
April 19, 2013
I just lost half a (long) comment during the browser’s refresh, while saving the bottom half.
(grr….) Going about some other business. Maybe we can talk later. The problem is, once
it’s written it’s usually immediately off my mind, I don’t dwell on it, so that bit’s probably
just gone. However I was reflecting on how in order to take over any population, first of all
you have to alter their social structure and/or somehow cause them to become in debt. It
seems like in takeovers in Africa (and FYI, over here), one of the earliest steps was the
invading group (whether Great Britain, Germany, or the Dutch, or earlier Portuguese, etc.
in the case of Africa anyhow) is first forming a corporation (or “charter.”).
Missionaries then and missionaries now functioned as military outposts to help change the
social structure, leading to poverty and disease, while stripping out the assets for trade.
The point comes up (also applies in the US) that you can win a war — but then someone
always has to be paid off because war requires an infusion of money.
I think a lot of us understand that the USA has become a corporation actually, and that its
ownership isn’t local, and that part of the Social Security Act (i.e., all the “welfare stuff”) is
actually really about getting ID tracking of individuals to expropriate the fruits of their
labor. We are kept somewhat complacent with promises of services in exchange for not
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rioting, and not having ALL of our kids grabbed by the state; they are just harvesting some
at will into the foster care system.
Sometimes it’s easier to see when the same thing has been done (by the same people, or
their descendants, basically) in another continent; that’s why I was writing about what was
done with diamonds (Rhodes empire) in South Africa. Its effects carry all the way up into
this century from the late 1880s…. It shows a “How To” of takeover.
Perhaps seeing the How it was done” could be a blueprint (with cautions) about how to
resist here. In other words, to see what the systems of control were, to see them now, and to
see what forms of resistance did, and did not work.
I do have to say, it does start with forcing debt on the people to be conquored. FORCE
means FORCE. Most people don’t like being forced into debt, and will often resist,
however that’s where TECHNOLOGY comes to control the fiercest resistors. But one of the
initial mistakes any of them made originally seems to be have been to compromise — at all,
with the new people (invaders).
Another reason such studies are helpful I think (and why I continue just reading, a lot!) is
that it reveals how to understand proposals or agreements in the context. To understand
character of the situation. Things are really far gone in this country, because the wealth has
been allowed to accumulate for so long, plus the takeover of the public education system to
make sure most of ust don’t know most things about how government works, let alone
how the economy works other than by functioning in one or more PARTS of it.
13.
Lori Musolf
April 19, 2013
We can only pray that Brendan Shane, Dan Koziolek and Kayla Schaap can someday find some
little bit of caring in their hearts to start saving these children. They KNOW about the abuse these
children are suffering, they received a letter to immediately remove these children and got up and
lied in court about the reasons behind this foster care denial!! This is so unreal to me that people
can be so cruel to children especially when they are social workers…..Brendan, Dan and Kayla’s
pics should be put on a very large billboard with a heading of QUIT ALLOWING CHILD
ABUSE!!! I am just sick that these three are determined to destroy this family!! Complaints have
been filed against their licenses so let’s hope the state shuts them down!!
Reply
14.
Abel, who is sickened by Cain
April 21, 2013
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Janet L Barke-Cain: watch this video. You need to educate yourself on domestic abuse so you do
not continue to misuse the family court and your position (inadvertantly or intentionally) to
perpetuate abuse on the victims and their children. Many many children are at risk of serious
harm because of your actions, which I hope are simply ignorant (and can be changed if you are
open and truly want to help) as opposed to malicious and are intentionally abusing your position
to harm.
In the end, it doesn’t matter. Many kids are at risk because of you–hopefully you will watch this
video and begin the process of reforming and educating yourself before those kids either become
so depressed they hurt themselves thinking its the only way to escape your grasp or because they
lose their mothers because the mothers become so depressed they think it’s the only way out from
your grip. Hopefully at heart you do want to help but are simply ignorant and misguided, and
not the evil malicious person that these stories suggest. And these are not your only cases in
which you are assisting abusers to continue to harm their victims. One value of this website is it
connects many people who are speaking behind the scenes because they have seen how you have
repeatedly misused your office to issue ‘court orders’ to accomplish any goal–legal or not (often
not either in view of the law or the actual facts, which you dismiss and hide from the record to
make your orders look appropriate)–because you know the only recourse is an expensive appeal
which your victims cannot afford or will impoverosh them sontey cannot support themselves or
their kids. In other words, it appears clear you are well aware that you can misuse the power of
your office to issue Orders even if illegal that must be carried out–because if they are not you can
then misuse your office to hold people in contempt and punish them with jail amd financially by
taking their money, leaving them without resources. And doing so completes your work–without
resources they can’t appeal your illegal orders, so they stand.
Hopefully this video will inspire you to stop allowing abusers–physical and emotional–to
continue to use you as their tool to perpetuate harm on their victims. Are you afraid the abusers
will turn on you so you help them? Then resign. Otherwise, put an end to their and your abuse.
You and only you have the power to stop them. And you and only you are to blame for the
continuation of conflict, and harm it is and will cause to the children and their mothers.
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Reply
Abel, who is sickened by Cain
April 21, 2013
Judge Cain: what’s in a name? Yours seems to beg that question…
—–
The Story of Cain and Abel
Sometimes when we read the Bible, we wonder why God cared about some of the things He
cared about. The story of Cain and Abel is one of those stories for some people.
A long time ago, just after Adam and Eve had to leave the garden of Eden, they were very sad
about disobeying God. They asked God how they could show Him how sorry they were. God
told them that they could show Him how they felt by sacrificing a lamb, which they did.
After awhile, Adam and Eve had two sons. Their first son was called Cain and their second
was called Abel.
Cain was a farmer. He grew vegetables and grains. Abel was a shepherd who looked the
family’s herds. Cain and Abel were like most siblings — they didn’t always get along. But
they were brothers and loved each other very much, despite their occasional fights.
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Adam and Eve (their mom and dad) told Cain and Abel about the message God gave them
that they should sacrifice a lamb to God to show how much they appreciated all He’d done
and how sorry they were for their sins.
Abel was very concerned that his sacrifice be special to God. He chose his first and best lamb
and offered it to the Lord. It was hard for Abel to give up his most prized possession, but it
was important to him to try his best to do as God had asked.
Cain thought his little brother was a bit silly for giving up his best lamb. “Good grief,” he
thought. “We need that lamb, God doesn’t. I’m sure He’d be just as happy if we sacrificed the
runt of the litter. In fact, why does it need to be a lamb at all? I’m a farmer and it’s been a
great year for my wheat crop — I can’t use everything I’ve grown. Why don’t I just burn some
of the extra straw I have. That way, I won’t be wasting any.”
Cain’s reasoning sounds pretty good when you first hear it, doesn’t it?
Cain watched as the lamb burnt up completely on the altar, while his left over straw just
smoldered a bit and never really caught fire at all.
That could mean only one thing! God preferred Abel.
Cain was jealous! He didn’t take the time or the responsibility to realize that it was his
decision to sacrifice straw that caused the difference in God’s response to their sacrifices.
Instead, he just got angry at his brother.
Cain asked Abel to go for a walk with him, and while he was still angry, Cain struck Abel to
the ground and killed him.
When Cain realized what he’d done, he was more concerned that someone might have seen
what he’d done than he was sorry for his brother’s death. He looked around and sighed a
breath of relief that no one was nearby.
And then the Lord spoke, “Cain, where is your brother.”
Cain shrugged, “I dunno! Am I my brother’s keeper?”
God replied, “Cain, how could you be so cruel to your only brother. He has done nothing, but
try his best for Me, for his parents… and for you.”
Cain fell to the ground sobbing. Finally, he felt the horror of what he’d done. And he had to
live with that feeling and the knowledge that he’d murdered his little brother for the rest of his
life.
Reply
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15.
Lori Musolf
April 24, 2013
At a Safety Network meeting on Monday evening 4/22/2013 the Carver County social workers
Brendan Shane, Dan Koziolek and Kayla Schapp had this mother read a “words and pictures’
story to her children. This story consisted of some truths and some lies, I was disgusted by this
story with the things that Carver County included. This story told the children in Carver Counties
version of why things happened, it went on the tell the kids how thing would be when they
CAME HOME!! These sick and twisted people mentally abused these children as they have NO
INTENTION on sending these kids home permanently!! How the hell do you tell these kids they
are going home and then within days try to make sure that never happens??? This story is so
damn crazy it makes me sick!! How do people like Brendan, Dan and Kayla sleep at night??? If
ANYONE out there has these people on your case, please know that they can NEVER be trusted!!
Brendan stated to me after the last court hearing that in his opinion, there was never enough
reason to remove these children in the first place yet he is helping to do just that??? These children
will know that these three people were the ones that destroyed their family!!! Children do grow
you Brendan…..they will know what parts each of you have….the papers and recording we have
don’t lie!!!!
CONTACT ME THRU THE ADMIN IF YOUR CASE INVOLVES ANY OF THE PEOPLE ON
THIS CASE!! THE ADMIN WILL GET IN TOUCH WITH ME!!
Reply
ncpp
April 25, 2013
Brendan Shane took over for Tracee Bosch. Interesting. Where do they find these people to act
out such horror on kids? They must pluck them out of mental institutions. Normal people
don’t do things like this. Carver cty needs to make quota to get the highest dollar in state and
federal funding. Six Katka kids raking in cash will not be given up by this county, regardless
of the nightmare they’re inflicting arbitrarily on these kids.
Insidious, completely void of all reverence for human souls. Will never understand how they
do it and still manage to look themselves in the mirror. Carver County Dan Koziolek has
marital problems, he claims his home life issues is why he has random outbursts on citizens.
We saw his last outburst, it was similar to what you’d see a teenager email to someone they’re
angry with. Highly unprofessional.
It’s not the whole county, only a small handful in there, but enough to keep the good guys
from interfering.
Carver cty Human services and child protection send emails and letters to the cty
commissioners telling them to stay out of these very issues continually raised by concerned
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citizens. The cover up is immense.
Good thing about that is the cover up only works for so long.
Reply
Abel, who is sickened by Cain
April 28, 2013
IMO, we need to stop apologizing for telling the truth, for example by saying: ‘it’s not
everyone, just a small handful.’. it IS everyone. If they stand aside or stand down and don’t
do anything then they are participating. They are FACILITATORS, and they are also part
of the corruption. it’s not that hard to stand up in this situation, and even if it were, that is
their obligation–not just as humans, but as state workers, and as members of the JUSTICE
system.
ncpp
April 29, 2013
Good point.
Theresa’s TPR (termination of parental rights) trial started today. They have no good
reason the kids were removed from her care. They certainly have no reason to terminate
her rights. We know they will. Judge Cain at the head of it, she will grant the TPR.
Unbelievable. Such a tragedy for the kids.
16.
Lori Musolf
April 28, 2013
Brendan Shane, Kayla Schaap and Dan Koziolek are some pretty sick individuals. The Katka
children were placed with the aunt Kryslte Chastek on Aug 14, 2012, the two older boys that
spoke out about the abuse from Krystle and Mel were removed in Dec 2012. Wright County
currently has an open child abuse investigation on Krystle, she was denied her foster care license
in a letter dated 20 days ago, the appeal has to be done within 20 days of her receiving the denial,
still no appeal and Brendan, Kayla and Dan STILL want to keep the 4 youngest children with
Krystle permanently!! Are you serious??? You found no abuse on the mother yet you let her sister
abuse the kids?? What is wrong with you idiots???
Reply
Kimberly
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April 28, 2013
They only want to be “right.” It doesn’t matter if it doesn’t make sense, isn’t legal or in the
children’s best interest. Idiots isn’t a strong enough word for the crazies running this stuff.
Reply
17.
Lori Musolf
April 29, 2013
it’s my understanding that these sick bastards in Carver County want to permanently place these
4 youngest children with Krystle and want to help her adopt them! Seriously??? You want to give
these kids permanently to someone who is abusing them?? Is this because you couldn’t find any
abuse on the mom and you get off on that??? UNREAL!! Dan, Brendan and Kayla, you make me
want to puke….Someone needs to stop this crap!!!
Reply
18.
Jen C
May 1, 2013
Well Carver County, have you hit the million $ mark on the Katka case yet? I heard yesterday that
you just may have.
Reply
19.
Lori Musolf
May 8, 2013
Kayla Schapp, Dan Koziolek and Brendan Shane, you did it…..you sold your souls to the
devil…..Why does that not surprise me out of Carver County employees???
Reply
20.
Lori Musolf
May 9, 2013
It’s all about honesty Carver County….something you obviously lack or this case would have
been closed a loooong time ago and this family wouldn’t be suffering in your hands!
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Reply
Blog at WordPress.com.
The Inuit Types Theme.
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